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Abstract
Environmental adaptation and species divergence often involve suites of co- evolving 
traits. Pigmentation in insects presents a variable, adaptive, and well- characterized 
class of phenotypes for which correlations with multiple other traits have been dem-
onstrated. In Drosophila, the pigmentation genes ebony and tan have pleiotropic ef-
fects on flies' response to light, creating the potential for correlated evolution of 
pigmentation and vision. Here, we investigate differences in light preference within 
and between two sister species, Drosophila americana and D. novamexicana, which 
differ in pigmentation in part because of evolution at ebony and tan and occupy en-
vironments that differ in many variables including solar radiation. We hypothesized 
that lighter pigmentation would be correlated with a greater preference for envi-
ronmental light and tested this hypothesis using a habitat choice experiment. In a 
first set of experiments, using males of D. novamexicana line N14 and D. americana 
line A00, the light- bodied D. novamexicana was found slightly but significantly more 
often than D. americana in the light habitat. A second experiment, which included 
additional lines and females as well as males, failed to find any significant difference 
between D. novamexicana- N14 and D. americana- A00. Additionally, the other dark 
line of D. americana (A04) was found in the light habitat more often than the light- 
bodied D. novamexicana- N14, in contrast to our predictions. However, the lightest 
line of D. americana, A01, was found substantially and significantly more often in the 
light habitat than the two darker lines of D. americana, thus providing partial support 
for our hypothesis. Finally, across all four lines, females were found more often in the 
light habitat than their more darkly pigmented male counterparts. Additional replica-
tion is needed to corroborate these findings and evaluate conflicting results, with the 
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Correlations among phenotypic traits are ubiquitous, with profound 
implications for the evolution of populations (Lande and Arnold, 
1983). Although phenotypic correlations are frequently observed 
in nature, the underlying causes are potentially numerous and are 
often unknown (Endler, 1986; Stearns, 1992). Traits can be geneti-
cally correlated due to either linkage or pleiotropy, while genetically 
unassociated traits may evolve in a correlated fashion due to “selec-
tive covariance,” in which selection tends to act simultaneously on 
two or more traits (Armbruster & Schwaegerle, 1996). Finally, pop-
ulations and species can diverge from one another in suites of traits 
due simply to the unique history of mutation, migration, and drift 
within each group (Armbruster & Schwaegerle, 1996).

One trait that frequently evolves as part of a suite of correlated 
characters is pigmentation. In the model insect genus Drosophila, cor-
relations due to pleiotropy of an underlying gene have been reported 
for pigmentation and trichome patterns (Gompel & Carroll, 2003) and 
for pigmentation and vision (True et al., 2005). Selective covariance 
is also likely to influence patterns of pigment evolution in Drosophila: 
altitudinal and latitudinal gradients in melanic pigmentation have 

been documented in multiple species and have been ascribed to 
selection associated with heat, ultraviolet radiation, and/or humid-
ity (Clusella Trullas et al., 2007; Pool & Aquadro, 2007; Rajpurohit 
& Nedved, 2013; Rajpurohit et al., 2008; Telonis- Scott et al., 2011; 
True, 2003). Thus, pigmentation in Drosophila is a promising system 
for investigating both genetic and environmental influences on the 
evolution of correlated traits.

While most of the documented pigmentation clines in 
Drosophila are altitudinal or latitudinal, a unique longitudinal gra-
dient has been observed in Drosophila americana, with very dark 
brown flies found in the eastern United States and lighter flies 
found as far west as the Rocky Mountains (Throckmorton, 1982). 
Sister species D. novamexicana features an evolutionarily derived, 
lighter, and yellower body color, and its geographical distribution 
in the desert Southwest of the United States makes it appear to be 
a geographic extension of the pigmentation cline in D. americana 
(Wittkopp et al., 2009). Pigmentation in D. novamexicana is also 
highly variable, but it is always lighter than even the lightest lines of 
D. americana (Davis & Moyle, 2019). In addition to these patterns of 
variation within and between species (Figure 1a), female D. amer-
icana have been shown to be slightly lighter in color compared to 

consistent effect of sex within and between species providing an especially intriguing 
avenue for further research.

K E Y W O R D S

behavioral choice experiment, correlated traits, Drosophila americana, Drosophila 
novamexicana, ebony, histamine, light preference, melanin, pigmentation, pleiotropy, tan, vision

F I G U R E  1   Drosophila americana and 
D. novamexicana differ in abdominal 
pigmentation, a trait influenced by the 
pleiotropic genes ebony and tan. (a) Female 
and male flies of D. americana (lines A04, 
A00, and A01) and D. novamexicana (line 
N14). Young adult flies of each taxon 
were collected and photographed in 
2021, within a single 2- hr period under 
constant lighting conditions. In each 
case, the lateral view (left) and the dorsal 
view (right) show the same individual. (b) 
The balance of ebony and tan expression 
helps determine cuticular pigmentation. 
(c) The same genes, ebony and tan, also 
participate in histamine recycling in the 
visual system. (b) and (c) are redrawn from 
Takahashi (2013)
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males of the same lines despite a lack of difference in color pattern-
ing (Wittkopp et al., 2011).

The D. americana– D. novamexicana species pair, part of the dark- 
bodied virilis group of Drosophila, diverged approximately 0.4 MYA 
(Caletka & McAllister, 2004; Morales- Hojas et al., 2011). Two QTLs 
together explain 87% of the pigmentation difference between D. 
americana line DN12 and D. novamexicana line N14, and ebony and 
tan have been shown to be the causal genes within these QTLs 
(Lamb et al., 2020; Wittkopp et al., 2009). The Ebony and Tan en-
zymes catalyze reverse reactions in the melanin/sclerotin pigment 
biosynthesis pathway (Figure 1b), with Ebony promoting the synthe-
sis of yellow sclerotin pigment and Tan promoting the synthesis of 
brown and black melanin (Wittkopp & Beldade, 2009).

Pigmentation trends both within and between these two spe-
cies covary with environmental factors across the United States. The 
range of the light- bodied D. novamexicana is characterized by higher 
temperatures, more solar radiation, and less moisture compared to 
the range of D. americana (Davis & Moyle, 2019). Consistent with 
its desert environment, D. novamexicana is significantly more toler-
ant of desiccation than D. americana (Davis & Moyle, 2020). Within 
D. americana, the adaptive cline reported by Wittkopp et al. (2011) 
showed no association between pigment variation and altitude, 
mean temperature, or relative humidity, and a manipulative exper-
iment ruled out direct effects of pigmentation on desiccation toler-
ance. A re- analysis of that dataset by Clusella- Trullas and Terblanche 
(2011), with additional variables, provided support for an association 
between pigmentation, light, and temperature range: the darker D. 
americana populations, found in the eastern United States, tend to 
be in locations with lower mean solar radiation and lower diurnal 
temperature ranges.

The connection between pigment and environmental light 
is particularly intriguing, because the pigmentation genes ebony 
and tan both have pleiotropic effects on fly responses to light 
(Takahashi, 2013; Figure 1b,c). The Tan enzyme is produced not only 
in developing cuticles but also in the photoreceptors of the eye, 
where it processes the inactive compound carcinine (also known as 
N- beta- alanyl histamine) into the neurotransmitter histamine. When 
a light signal is received, histamine is released by photoreceptors 
into the synaptic cleft to propagate the signal; from there, it is re-
moved to the associated glial cells, where Ebony converts it back to 
carcinine, to be returned once more to the photoreceptors (Gavin 
et al., 2007).

In the model species D. melanogaster, both ebony and tan mu-
tants have abnormal electroretinograms and reduced phototaxis 
and/or optomotor responses, indicative of impaired vision (Borycz 
et al., 2002; Chaturvedi et al., 2014; Heisenberg, 1972; Hotta & 
Benzer, 1969; Pak et al., 1969; Richardt et al., 2002; True et al., 2005). 
The dark- colored ebony mutants of D. melanogaster show reduced 
mating success relative to wild- type flies under regular laboratory 
conditions, but higher mating success than wild- type flies in dim 
light (Kyriacou, 1981; Kyriacou et al., 1978; Rendel, 1951), suggest-
ing a possible selective advantage for darker- colored flies in dim 
environments. TA
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The same alleles of ebony and tan that confer lighter, yellower 
coloration in D. novamexicana are also found in some though not all 
light- colored populations of D. americana, indicating that the genetic 
basis for light body color is partially shared within and between spe-
cies (Sramkoski et al., 2020; Wittkopp et al., 2009). This suggested 
to us that the pleiotropic effects of ebony and tan on the fly visual 
system might be similarly shared within and between species. Based 
on the dual roles of ebony and tan on fly pigmentation and response 
to light, and the correlation between high solar radiation and light 
body color in D. americana and D. novamexicana (Clusella- Trullas & 
Terblanche, 2011; Davis & Moyle, 2019; Table 1), we wondered if 
behavioral differences in light preference might exist within and be-
tween species. We hypothesized that, if differences exist, lighter- 
colored flies will tend to prefer more brightly lit environments.

We tested for light preference across three levels of biological 
divergence, each of which captures two or more pigment intensity 
groups:

1. between species;
2. across three different lines of D. americana; and
3. between females and males of the same lines.

Based on melanic coloration, we predicted higher light pref-
erence in (1) D. novamexicana compared to D. americana; (2) D. 
americana line A01 compared to lines A00 or A04; and (3) females 
compared to males.

In a first round of tests for light preference, male D. americana 
line A00 and male D. novamexicana line N14 were placed together 
into cages containing both light and dark side, with a permeable bar-
rier in between (Figure 2). In a second round of tests, only one type 
of fly was placed in each cage, and the experiment was expanded to 
include additional lines and female flies. We counted the number of 
flies on the light side of each cage over a 6- day period and tested for 
effects of taxon and sex on the number of flies in the light habitat. 
Our data provide preliminary evidence that pigmentation may be 

correlated with light- seeking behavior in the D. americana– D. nova-
mexicana species pair.

2  | METHODS

2.1 | Fly lines

Drosophila americana lines A04, A00, and A01 and Drosophila novamex-
icana line N14 were ordered from the Cornell University Drosophila 
Stock Center (Table 1) and maintained at Whitman College on Nutri- 
Fly Instant fly food (Genesee Scientific, San Diego, CA, USA). Flies 
were maintained at ambient light, on benches adjacent to windows.

Within D. americana, A01 is the lightest line that has been doc-
umented to date, and it contains a novamexicana- like (functionally 
“light”) allele linked to the tan gene, while the dark A00 line con-
tains functionally “dark” alleles at both ebony and tan (Wittkopp 
et al., 2009). The dark A04 line is functionally uncharacterized, 
although it is phenotypically very similar to line A00 (Table 1). 
Drosophila novamexicana- N14 is the best characterized line of its 
species (Cooley et al., 2012; Wittkopp et al., 2009), but is actually 
somewhat dark relative to the range of variation within D. novamexi-
cana (see Davis & Moyle, 2019 for images of lighter lines).

2.2 | Experimental overview

Mixed- species trials were performed in fall 2017, summer 2018, and 
spring 2019. For each trial, twenty male flies were placed in each 
cage: ten on each side, with five D. americana- A00 and five D. no-
vamexicana- N14 on each side (Figure 2a). This number was selected 
as being easily countable by eye. The number of flies in the “light” 
habitat was counted at 12 p.m. daily, for 6 days per trial. In 2019, an 
additional 4 p.m. data collection time was added to assess the effect 
of time of day on fly behavior.

F I G U R E  2   Behavioral choice trials were conducted using “light” versus “dim” artificial habitats. (a) Experimental design for mixed- 
species versus single- taxon experiments. Each cage is divided into a light habitat (white background) and a dim habitat (gray background) 
and is initially populated with 5 flies of each taxon per side. Dark brown ovals, D. americana- A00. Light brown ovals, D. novamexicana- N14. 
Drawings not to scale. (b) Fly cage with 15 cm ruler for scale. The purple dish is filled with instant fly food and is matched with a 
corresponding food dish on the dark side of the cage
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Single- taxon trials were performed in the spring, summer, and 
fall of 2020, across five separate rounds of data collection. For each 
trial, ten flies were placed in each cage: five on each side, with each 
cage containing flies from a single line (Figure 2a). The number of 
flies in the “light” habitat was counted at 12 p.m. daily, for 6 days per 
trial. Both males and females were tested in the 2020 experiments, 
but each cage contained only a single sex. Due to the COVID- 19 
pandemic, data collection by two of the experimenters was split 
between work done at Whitman College and work done at the stu-
dents' homes. In each case, the data were coded as two separate 
experiments based on their locations.

2.3 | Cage construction

To provide alternate light environments for the behavioral choice 
experiments, cages were constructed using small, transparent betta 
fish tanks with a dark plastic divider (Figure 2b). All outer sides of 
half of each cage were covered in two layers of duct tape to create 
a dark environment. Uniform holes ¼” in diameter were drilled into 
the dividers, allowing flies to pass between the light and dark sides 
of the cages. The dividers were locked in place by hot glue, sealing 
them to the insides of the cages. Clear tape was used on the inside of 
the lids to prevent flies from escaping through airholes. Each side of 
the container had identical plastic caps filled with synthetic fly food 
to sustain the flies throughout the trial period. Only enough water 
was added to the synthetic fly food to slightly saturate it, to prevent 
the buildup of excess condensation in the cages.

2.4 | Selection of flies for behavioral trials

To ensure that flies used in the behavioral trials were no more than 
1 week old, all adult flies were transferred out of the collecting 
vials 1 week prior to each trial. On the day of the trial, the collect-
ing vials— containing flies which had eclosed within the past week— 
were chilled at 4℃ to immobilize the flies. Genital morphology was 
used to sex the flies, since these species lack both sex combs and 
sex- specific pigmentation patterns. Flies of a single sex and taxon 
were sorted in sets of five into empty test tubes. The vials were 
kept off ice so liveliness could be evaluated once they warmed up. 
This was to ensure they had not been damaged and could fly and 
move normally. Flies that appeared old, deformed, or injured were 
also returned to the main population. Once collected and checked 
for liveliness, flies were re- immobilized by chilling on ice to facilitate 
transfer and were then poured into each side of the cage. The lids 
were secured with clear tape.

2.5 | Data collection in the behavioral trials

In 2017, fly cages were placed in a darkened room under a green-
house grow light set on a 12- hr timer. Due to concerns that the 

artificial light was creating warm temperatures, in all subsequent 
experiments, fly cages were instead placed on a table about a meter 
away from a large window, exposing them to natural sunlight.

Each trial was run for six consecutive days. At 12 p.m. every 
day, the number and species of flies in the light side of each cage 
were recorded. In the mixed- species experiments, this was done 
by looking for the number of dark- bodied flies (D. americana- A00) 
and light- bodied flies (D. novamexicana- N14) present in the light 
side of the cage. In 2019, a second observation period at 4 p.m. 
was added.

At the end of each trial, cages were placed in a freezer at −20℃ 
for 1 hr to immobilize the flies. This allowed us to remove the lid and 
more thoroughly look for missing or dead flies. The data from cages 
with dead or missing flies were excluded from analysis. We disposed 
of the flies and cleaned the cages with ethanol.

2.6 | Temperature evaluation

In the 2019 experiment, a temperature control study was set up to 
test for a temperature difference between the light and dark sides of 
the cages. The wire probes of Fluke 52 II dual input digital thermom-
eters (Everett, WA) were placed in both the light and dark sides of 
two empty cages. We recorded the temperature reading of each side 
of each cage, at noon and 4 p.m. daily for 6 days.

2.7 | Statistical analyses

To test for differences in fly light preference, a generalized linear 
model was fitted using the glm() command in RStudio 1.3.1093, 
“Apricot Nasturtium,” within the lme4 package. We assumed a 
Poisson distribution for the dependent variable, which was the num-
ber of flies on the light side of the cage. Independent variables in-
cluded a fixed effect of taxon; a fixed effect of sex in experiments 
that included both male and female flies; a fixed effect of time of 
day for comparisons between 12 p.m. and 4 p.m.; a random effect of 
cage, to account for the repeated measurements made on each cage; 
and a random effect of experiment to account for the fact that multi-
ple rounds of data collection were performed, at different times and 
by different groups of experimenters.

A paired t test in R was used to determine whether there was a 
significant temperature difference between the light and dark sides 
of the cages.

2.8 | Genotyping

At the end of the 2020 experiments, the flies were visually in-
spected to verify homogeneity of pigmentation within each 
line. To further confirm that the lines had not interbred over the 
course of the experiments, one female fly of each line was se-
quenced at both tan and ebony genes. DNA was extracted using 
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the Omega E.Z.N.A. Tissue DNA Kit (Norcross, GA, USA) and 
eluted in 50 μl of water. Partial sequence was amplified from 
the tan gene using primers 5′-  CCGATGCCTGTTCCATTAAC- 3′ 
and 5′-  GGCGGCTTGTATTTACCAAA- 3′, and from the ebony 
gene using primers 5′- AGCCCGAGGTGGACATCA- 3′ and 
5′- GTATGGGTCCCTCGCAGAA- 3′, with G- Biosciences Taq DNA 
Polymerase (St. Louis, MO, USA). Thirty cycles of PCR were per-
formed with a 54℃ annealing temperature and a 30- s extension 
time. PCR product purity and concentration were estimated from a 
1% agarose gel.

Samples were sequenced, using both forward and reverse prim-
ers, by Eton Biosciences (San Diego, CA, USA). Manually trimmed 
sequences were compared to sequences of D. americana and D. no-
vamexicana obtained from GenBank and from Cooley et al. (2012). 
Alignments were created in Geneious R9.1 (Biomatters, https://
www.genei ous.com).

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Mixed- species male trials show more D. 
novamexicana than D. americana in the light habitat

In all four mixed- species datasets (2017, 2018, 2019– 12 p.m., and 
2019– 4 p.m.), more total D. novamexicana than D. americana were 
observed on the light sides of the fly cages (Figure 3). The effect of 
species was significant (Table 2). This result is consistent with our 

hypothesis that the light- bodied D. novamexicana, which is found 
in putatively lighter and brighter habitats in the wild, would show a 
stronger preference for well- lit environments than the dark- bodied 
D. americana.

The behavioral difference between species cannot be ascribed 
to a preference for distinct temperature regimes: the mean dif-
ference in temperature between the light and dark habitats was 
negligible, at both noon and 4 p.m., and not statistically significant 
(Figure 4; t = 0.848, df = 3, p = .405). Time of day had a significant 
effect on total numbers of flies in the light habitat (Table 2). Flies of 
both species were found in the light habitat more often at 4 p.m. 
than at 12 p.m. (Figure 3). Thus, time of day affected the total num-
bers of flies on the light side, but did not alter the observed pat-
tern of greater light preference in D. novamexicana compared to D. 
americana.

3.2 | Single- taxon trials of males and females show 
varied effects of taxon and a consistent effect of sex

In experiments with one taxon per cage, in contrast to the mixed- 
species experiments, no significant difference was observed 
between D. americana- A00 and D. novamexicana- N14 (Table 2). 
The preference of D. novamexicana for the light habitat was simi-
lar to that of the dark- bodied A04 and A00 lines of D. americana 
(Figure 5). Within D. americana, the lightest line (A01) was found 
in the light habitat more often than either of the darker lines (A00, 
A04).

In the 2020 experiments, a consistent and significant effect of 
sex was observed (Table 2). Across all four lines of flies utilized, 
females— which have slightly lighter abdominal pigmentation than 
males— were observed more often than males in the light habitat 
(Figure 5).

3.3 | Fly line genotyping

Sequencing results indicated that all fly lines were homozygous 
for the expected alleles at both tan and ebony (Appendices 1 and 
2). At the tan gene, lines D. americana- A00 and - A01 and D. no-
vamexicana- N14 all matched the corresponding sequences found 
on GenBank. Two SNPs differentiated the americana allele from 
the novamexicana allele, in the sequenced region. No GenBank se-
quence was available for line D. americana- A04, but this sequence 
contained both of the americana SNPs. It also had a unique 12- bp 
deletion, in the sixth intron of the gene (Appendix 1). At ebony, 
a short sequence was obtained, containing a SNP that has been 
shown to differentiate between D. americana and D. novamexi-
cana (Cooley et al., 2012). The three americana lines all had the 
americana allele at this SNP, while D. novamexicana- N14 had the 
novamexicana allele; a second SNP in this region showed the same 
pattern (Appendix 2).

F I G U R E  3   In mixed- species trials of male flies, Drosophila 
americana line A00 is found less often in the “light” habitat than D. 
novamexicana line N14. The number of successful trials is shown 
above each data column. A mean value was calculated across the 
6 days of each successful trial. Bars represent the range, boxes 
represent quartiles, and horizontal lines inside the boxes mark the 
median, for each set of mean values. White bars show the results 
from 12 p.m. data collection in 2017, 2018, and 2019 combined; D. 
novamexicana was found in the light significantly more often than 
D. americana (Z = 6.003; p < .001). The gray and dotted bars show 
only the 2019 data, collected at 12 p.m. and 4 p.m., respectively. 
Within each collection time, D. novamexicana was found in the 
light significantly more often than D. americana (12 p.m.: Z = 6.789; 
p < .001; 4 p.m.: Z = 8.199; p < .001), but there was also a 
significant effect of data collection time with more flies found in 
the light habitat at 4 p.m. (Z = 2.951; p < .01)
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4  | DISCUSSION

Correlations between melanin pigmentation and a variety of other 
phenotypic traits are commonly observed, across vertebrates and 
insects (San- Jose & Roulin, 2018). Here, we investigate whether 
within- species and between- species melanic pigmentation dif-
ferences, in the dark- bodied D. americana and the light- bodied 
Drosophila novamexicana, are associated with behavioral differences 
with respect to light. We conducted two sets of experiments. In the 
first (2017, 2018, and 2019 datasets), male flies of D. americana line 
A00 and D. novamexicana line N14 were placed together in behavio-
ral choice cages. These experiments revealed a consistent and highly 
significant effect of species, with the lighter bodied D. novamexicana 
found slightly but significantly more often in the “light” habitat com-
pared to D. americana, for data collected at both mid- day and af-
ternoon times. In contrast, a second set of experiments with only 
a single type of fly per cage (the 2020 datasets) did not reveal any 
difference between D. americana- A00 and D. novamexicana- N14.

These divergent results are not unexpected, given the small 
overall difference between species combined with variation across 
experiments. Variation across experiments is expected to occur 
by chance alone, as well as due to variables such as subtle differ-
ences in methodology, and is best addressed through additional 
replication of the experiment (Nakagawa & Parker, 2015; Nosek & 
Errington, 2020). Drosophila novamexicana line N14 is one of the 
darker lines of this highly variable species— see Davis and Moyle 
(2019) for quantification of pigment variability in D. americana ver-
sus D. novamexicana and for an image of the abdominal cuticle from a 
much lighter D. novamexicana individual. Repeating the second set of 

TA B L E  2   Effects of taxon and sex on fly habitat choice

Experiment(s) N Source of variation Estimate SE Z p

2017, 2018, 2019— 12 p.m.
Males only

48 D. novamexicana- N14 0.23777 0.03961 6.003 <.001

2019, 12 p.m. versus 4 p.m.
Males only

29 D. novamexicana- N14
Time of day−4 p.m.

0.39734
0.10841

0.03741
0.03673

10.622
2.951

<.001
<.01

2020— 12 p.m.
Males and females

372 D. americana- A04
D. americana- A01
D. novamexicana- N14
Sex- Male

0.06392
0.14115
−0.01975
−0.14367

0.02996
0.03171
0.03081
0.01927

2.134
4.452
−0.641
−7.454

<.05
<.001
ns
<.001

Note: Data were collected from each cage once per day for 6 days. Taxon and sex were considered fixed effects; experiment and cage were 
considered random effects; and the response variable (the number of flies in the “light” habitat each day) was assumed to have a Poisson distribution. 
A positive Z- value indicates a greater number of flies in the “light” habitat relative to A00 (for effects of taxon); females (for effect of sex); or the 
12 p.m. time point (for effect of time of day). N = the number of successful 6- day trials across both sexes and all taxa, with success based on all flies 
being present and alive at the end of the 6 days. ns, not significant (p > .05).

F I G U R E  4   Cage temperature is consistent across habitats. Bars 
represent the range, boxes represent quartiles, and horizontal lines 
inside the boxes mark the median. Sample size is shown above 
each data column. Data were collected once per day, for 6 days, on 
each of two cages, in 2019. Temperature did not differ significantly 
between light habitat and dark habitat (paired t test: t = 0.848, 
df = 23, p = .405)
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F I G U R E  5   In single- taxon, single- sex trials, females are 
consistently found in the “light” habitat more often than males. 
Taxa are arranged along the X- axis from darkest to lightest. Lines 
A04, A00, and A01 are D. americana; line N14 is D. novamexicana. 
The number of successful trials is shown above each data column. 
Data were collected across five different experiments in 2020, at 
12 p.m. daily. A mean value was calculated across the 6 days of 
each successful trial. Bars represent the range, boxes represent 
quartiles, and horizontal lines inside the boxes mark the median, 
for each set of mean values. Males were found less often in the 
light than females (Z = −7.454, p < .001). Drosophila americana- A04 
and Drosophila americana- A01 were more often in the light habitat 
than D. americana- A00 (Z = 2.134, p < .05 and Z = 4.452, p < .001, 
respectively), while D. novamexicana- N14 did not differ significantly 
from D. americana- A00 (Z = −0.641, p > .05)
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experiments, using one of the lighter lines of D. novamexicana, would 
create a better opportunity to detect species differences in habitat 
choice if it is true that light preference and melanic pigmentation are 
correlated.

Seasonal variation might be expected to influence fly behavior, 
especially given that seasonality in Drosophila appears to depend on 
a circadian clock (Stoleru et al., 2007) which in turn is influenced 
by ebony (Newby & Jackson, 1991; Suh & Jackson, 2007). While we 
cannot exclude the effects of seasonality, we note that both of our 
sets of experiments included fall, spring, and summer data collection 
efforts.

Alternatively, it is possible that the divergent results are due 
to the presence versus absence of interspecies interactions. The 
2017, 2018, and 2019 datasets included cages populated with 
both D. americana and D. novamexicana, while the 2020 data-
sets featured only one type of fly per cage. Several species of 
male Drosophila have indeed been shown to demonstrate dif-
ferential patterns of aggression toward conspecific versus het-
erospecific males (Gupta et al., 2019). However, this finding was 
primarily observed when the species involved were distantly 
related, whereas D. americana and D. novamexicana are sister 
species thought to have diverged less than 0.5 MYA (Caletka & 
McAllister, 2004). Additionally, we found that the mixed- species 
trials produced a greater species difference in habitat choice 
compared to single- taxon trials. In contrast, Gupta et al. (2019) 
found that aggressive behavior tended to be lower toward het-
erospecifics than toward conspecifics, which would if anything 
tend to promote coexistence rather than spatial segregation of 
the two species.

In a comparison of courtship and mating behaviors in D. ameri-
cana and D. novamexicana, Spieth (1951) found that D. novamexicana 
males were more active and aggressive in pursuing mating attempts 
than D. americana males. This could lead to interspecific dynamics 
impacting the results of the 2017, 2018, and 2019 datasets, although 
male– male interactions per se were not addressed in that study 
(Spieth, 1951). Given the relatively small effect of species, and the 
variation observed across experiments, additional research will be 
required to determine the robustness and replicability of the species 
difference documented here.

In our second set of experiments, we explored the effects of 
intraspecies pigment variation and sex on habitat choice. Pigment 
variation within D. americana was somewhat correlated with habitat 
choice: the lightest line (A01) was found significantly more often in 
the light habitat than the two dark lines (A04 and A00). Line A01 
has a functionally D. novamexicana- like (“light”) allele at tan, but not 
ebony, whereas line A00 has non- novamexicana- like (“dark”) alleles 
at both genomic regions (Wittkopp et al., 2009). Given the pleio-
tropic role of tan in recycling histamines in the visual system, it is 
possible that the A01 “light” allele at the tan locus contributes to 
that line's apparently greater preference for well- lit habitats. Across 
D. americana, the genetic basis of pigment variation is complex and is 
only incompletely explained by variation at tan and ebony (Sramkoski 
et al., 2020). Future research on the potential pleiotropic effects of 
tan and ebony is thus best done on fly lines such as A01 and A00, 
whose tan and ebony alleles have been functionally characterized 
(Wittkopp et al., 2009). Because the genetic basis for pigmentation 
in the dark line A04 is unknown, and tan and ebony might not be 
major contributors, we consider predictions regarding line A04 to be 
less robust than predictions regarding lines A01 or A00.

Interestingly, our second set of experiments also revealed a sig-
nificant effect of sex. Female flies were found in the light habitat 
more often than males, in D. novamexicana as well as in all three lines 
of D. americana. Within D. americana, females have slightly lighter 
melanin pigmentation than males (Wittkopp et al., 2011). This find-
ing is, therefore, consistent with our hypothesis that lighter bodied 
flies will have a correlated preference for lighter habitats. Although 
many sex- linked behaviors have been reported in Drosophila 
(Asahina, 2018), sex- specific differences in light preference have 
not, to our knowledge, been previously demonstrated.

Overall, our findings in D. americana and D. novamexicana sug-
gest that correlations may exist between pigmentation and habitat 
choice between species, within species, and between the sexes, with 
trends in each case for lighter pigmentation to be associated with 
a slightly greater preference for a brightly lit environment. Out of 
seven comparisons made, four support a positive correlation be-
tween light body color and light habitat preference; two support 
a negative correlation; and one supports no correlation (Table 3). 
The observed correlations, if repeatable, could originate from the 

Lighter group Darker group
Prediction 
confirmed

Prediction 
rejected

Inconclusive 
result

D. novamexicana- N14 D. americana- A00 (a) – (b)

D. novamexicana- N14 D. americana- A01 – (b) – 

D. americana- A01 D. americana- A00 (b) – – 

D. americana- A01 D. americana- A04 (b) – – 

D. novamexicana- N14 D. americana- A04 – (b) – 

Female (x4 lines) Male (x4 lines) (b) – – 

Note: For each comparison, the prediction was considered confirmed if the lighter group was 
found in the lighter habitat significantly more often than the darker group; rejected if the reverse 
was true; and inconclusive if no significant difference was observed. a, data from 2017 to 2019 
experiments; b, data from 2020 experiments.

TA B L E  3   Summary of predictions 
tested
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pleiotropic nature of the pigmentation and vision genes tan and 
ebony, or they could reflect independent evolution of the two traits 
in response to parallel selective pressures.

A direct test of the pleiotropy hypothesis would be best achieved 
by transgenic manipulation. If the two traits are correlated due to 
pleiotropic effects of tan and ebony, then reducing the function of 
tan should result in lighter bodied flies with greater preference for 
well- lit habitats, while reducing the function of ebony should have 
the opposite effects. To assess the hypothesis of parallel selective 
pressures, in contrast, field experiments will likely be required. Little 
work has been done on the behavioral ecology of natural Drosophila 
populations (but see Soto- Yéber et al., 2018), and the light and color 
environments directly experienced by D. americana and D. novamex-
icana in the wild have not yet been quantified.

The work presented here is one of few behavioral studies of 
these two species (but see Spieth, 1951) and the first demonstra-
tion to our knowledge of a sex- specific difference in preference for 
environmental light in Drosophila. Given the variation of our find-
ings for D. novamexicana between our two experimental designs, 
additional replication will be necessary to evaluate the correlations 
that we observed between pigmentation and behavior. However, 
the majority of our comparisons suggest a pattern in which lighter 
bodied flies tend to exhibit preference for a more brightly lit en-
vironment. Two genes, tan and ebony, together explain most of 
the color difference between the dark- bodied D. americana- DN12 
and the lighter bodied D. novamexicana- N14 (Lamb et al., 2020; 
Wittkopp et al., 2009) and are also required for visual function 
(Heisenberg, 1972; Takahashi, 2013; True et al., 2005). We pro-
pose that the pleiotropic nature of tan and ebony may have shaped 
evolutionary change in both pigmentation and light preference— 
potentially within as well as between these two closely related yet 
intriguingly divergent species.
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APPENDIX 1
Alignment of partial sequences from the tan gene. The sequence without a chromatogram was obtained from GenBank; the rest were obtained 
by PCR and direct sequencing as described in the Methods. Green arrows, PCR primers. Grey arrows, exons. Red boxes enclose novamexicana 
alleles at divergent sites and light blue boxes enclose americana alleles at the same sites. FWD, sequence obtained using the forward primer 
as the sequencing primer. REV, sequence obtained using the reverse primer as the sequencing primer. Line N14 is D. novamexicana; lines A01, 
A00, and A04 are D. americana.
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APPENDIX 2
Alignment of partial sequences from an exon of the ebony gene. The sequences without chromatograms were obtained from GenBank; the 
rest were obtained by PCR and direct sequencing as described in the Methods. Green arrows, PCR primers. Red boxes enclose novamexicana 
alleles at divergent sites and light blue boxes enclose americana alleles at the same sites. FWD, sequence obtained using the forward primer 
as the sequencing primer. REV, sequence obtained using the reverse primer as the sequencing primer. Line N14 is D. novamexicana; lines A01, 
A00, and A04 are D. americana.


